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ABSTRACT
Light is an important communication modality. Smart speakers
leverage light behaviors with different colors and shapes to deliver a wide range of information. However, there has not been
sufficient work to assess the effectiveness of these light behaviors.
That is, can users correctly interpret light behaviors from smart
speakers? How effective are these light behaviors across different
cultures? To answer these questions, we conducted a survey with
1,006 smart speaker users from seven countries. On average, they
were able to correctly identify only 37% of light behaviors used in
smart speakers. Overall, Amazon Echo users accurately identified
a higher proportion of light behaviors than Google Home users.
Furthermore, the perceived usability varied considerably across
different countries. We also interviewed six experts to design more
effective light behaviors for smart speakers. Our findings have important implications for future smart speaker design and the use of
light as a communication modality in HCI.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Digital devices rely on light to communicate a wide range of information to users. Light is used to indicate current status, convey
errors, show progress, deliver spatial information, and provide
event notifications [24]. One of the key advantages of leveraging
light behaviors is their ability to communicate unobtrusively. They
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can communicate useful information about device status and interactions without disrupting primary tasks. In other words, light
as a communication modality can lead to “calm technology” [43]
— it supports user interactions as needed and disappears into the
periphery when users are not paying attention.
In recent years, a significant number of consumer products have
leveraged light behaviors to support a wide range of use cases. Smart
speakers also rely on light behaviors to support user interactions
and convey complex informational states. For example, they use
light to communicate information about errors during device set
up, WiFi connectivity, and notifications for incoming calls and
messages. All mainstream smart speakers have light apparatus
with varying abilities and physical shapes. For example, Amazon
Echo devices use light rings while Google Home devices use dots
(see Figure 1). Consequently, all smart speakers have developed a
substantial set of light behaviors to support a wide range of tasks
and interactions.
The integration of light behaviors in smart speakers pose unique
design challenges. These behaviors are not limited to the use of
point light — “a small, single color light emitting element” with
varying intensity [16]. Instead, smart speakers use multiple colors
and patterns for communication (e.g., pulsing yellow circle for reminders in Echo devices). This can potentially allow smart speakers
to be more “expressive” [16] and support a larger number of use
cases compared to devices using one-dimensional point lights (e.g.,
smartphones). However, the resulting complexity can also hinder
user interpretation. Harrison et al. [16] noted the necessity of a
light behavior to be iconic — that can consistently produce single
interpretation in a given context. Iconic light behaviors require little
memorization from users. That is, iconic light behaviors support
an important usability heuristic: recognition rather than recall [27].
The use of complex patterns and colors might lead to many noniconic light behaviors in smart speakers and subsequently, reduce
their overall usability. However, there has not been any systematic
study to assess the effectiveness and expressivity of light behaviors
in smart speakers. Do smart speaker users correctly understand
different light behaviors? Are these light behaviors iconic [16] with
one dominant interpretation?
Smart speakers have become a global trend. For example, Amazon Echo devices are available in more than 80 countries [10] supporting multiple languages. The number of smart speakers worldwide is estimated to be 163 million by the end of 2021 [1], which
makes them the fastest growing global trend among connected
devices. As a result, light behaviors in smart speakers are now used
to support user tasks and interactions across different countries
and cultures. However, color interpretation varies across cultures
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[13, 23, 37, 42]. This has important implications for light behaviors
in smart speakers given their global reach. Given the emerging importance of smart speakers as a global consumer device, our current
lack of understanding regarding the effectiveness and expressivity of the light behaviors in smart speakers represents a serious
knowledge gap with both theoretical and practical consequences.
In this paper, we aim to address this gap. Specifically, we have
conducted an online survey with 1,006 smart speaker users from
seven countries: Australia, France, Germany, India, Japan, the UK,
and the US. We focused on light behaviors used in Amazon Echo
and Google Home devices given their wide cross-cultural adoption
[19, 20, 30]. Furthermore, We also interviewed six experts to explore
design challenges and opportunities for light behaviors in smart
speakers. Overall, our findings indicate that users do not understand
the light behaviors — we find that users are able to accurately
identify only 37% of the light behaviors presented to them.
There are a number of findings that might be useful for smart
speaker interaction designers including associations of accuracy
and usability with device type, demographics, and device usage
characteristics. Some of our key findings include significant associations of usability with a user’s country of residence, indicating
cultural differences in how users interpret the light behavior system.
Furthermore, a number of important device characteristics serve as
significant predictors of accuracy and usability. Importantly, there
is a significant difference in accuracy among different smart speaker
types, with Amazon Echo device users reporting higher percentage
of accurately identified light behaviors than Google Home device
users.
Our findings have important implications for the design of light
behaviors in smart speakers. We also discuss the design recommendations derived from our analysis of the survey and interview
sessions in our discussion section. This paper makes knowledge
contributions in two important research directions:
• Smart speaker interaction design: This study addresses an
important research gap regarding interaction design. Light
behaviors play an important role in shaping user experience
for smart speakers. However, prior work on smart speakers
have mostly focused on voice interactions [6, 36]. This study,
thus, complements prior work and advances the current
state of knowledge regarding the user interface and interaction design of smart speakers. As a result, the findings here
have implications for both smart speaker developers and UX
researchers aiming to advance multi-modal user interfaces.
• Light as an HCI communication modality: While almost all
digital devices use light to communicate information, there
has been a lack of systematic study to assess their efficacy
across different contexts within the HCI community. For
example, the work by Harrison et al. [16] was conducted
almost a decade ago (2012) and it considered only a limited
subset of light behaviors (monochromatic “point lights”).
This represents a significant HCI knowledge gap given the
increasingly pervasive use of complex and multi-colored
light behaviors in modern devices. Our study is an important step to address this knowledge gap. Specifically, this
study i) identified significant usability issues with light behaviors used globally; ii) established accuracy data for a
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range of light behaviors across different countries, which
can serve as a baseline for future work; and iii) provided
actionable guidelines for designing complex light behaviors.
These findings are important to advance our current state of
knowledge regarding a widely used but under-explored HCI
communication modality.

2

RELATED WORK

Light has been used as a communication modality in numerous
pervasive devices in creative and highly effective ways. In this section, we present the growing body of work in light communication
research as well as how the recent work in this domain makes a
strong case for examining the efficacy of the light behavior system
in smart speakers. We also aim to establish the necessity of this
work through the exploration of existing smart speaker research
and build the discourse around why our study furthers efforts in
both HCI and UX research pertaining to smart speakers.

2.1

Light as a communication media

Light as a medium of communication has gained significant popularity in the recent past, with everyday devices using a range of
light behaviors, or representations of light forms, to convey various informational states. In recent years, usage of light to convey
these information states has grown beyond the everyday appliance
to smartphones, smartwatches, and smart displays. Harrison et
al. [16] pioneered the effort of introducing light communication
research to HCI through their design vocabulary of light behaviors
for smartphones. This work characterized various light behaviors
in smartphones and provided a rich discussion on the use of point
lights in ubiquitous devices. They defined expressive lights, or point
lights, as small LED lights that have traditionally been used in a
wide variety of devices and appliances to convey low-dimensional
information. Pohl et al. [31] presented a novel notification system
that used light scattering on the users’ wrists to convey information.
Kerber et al. [17] used expressive lights on a low-resolution display over the smartwatch screen to convey different informational
states related to emails, instant messages, and alarms. Similarly,
Freeman et al. [14] presented an interactive light feedback system to
accompany smartphones in order to provide feedback for different
user gestures. Moreover, A number of recent studies (e.g., [25, 26])
have explored the design space of ambient light displays to derive
guidelines for a system that encodes various kinds of information
within these displays.
There has also been work in the expressive light domain to
design and develop light vocabularies in Human-robot Interaction
(HRI). For instance, Baraka et al. [4, 5] analyzed how expressive
lights could be useful in conveying informational states from robots
to humans. Song et al. [39] investigated the use of light to express
emotion in social robots. In a subsequent study, Song et al. [40]
used bioluminescence inspired expressive lights to examine their
effect on human willingness to interact with the robot.
These studies have explored the design space of conveying information through novel light behaviors designed for specific domains.
Prior work found that successful light behaviors are distinguishable
[31], able to attract users’ attention, and interpretable [26], thus
qualifying some of the important characteristics of effective light
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behavior systems. These studies also hypothesized that other devices would significantly benefit from studying and designing light
behavior sets [16], specifically multi-modal configurations in which
lights are used in conjunction with speech [5, 33]. However, no
prior work has explored the use and effectiveness of light behaviors
in smart speakers. We posit that smart speakers would significantly
benefit from this investigation of their light behavior systems’ efficacy and usability, given that many popular smart speakers already
use these light apparatus to convey critical information.
However, smart speaker light behaviors cannot simply be ported
from light behaviors in other devices because they significantly
differ from the device domains in which these light behavior studies
have been traditionally conducted (i.e., smartphones and robots).
There is a different interaction dynamic present with smart speakers that stems from the use of a different interface — the voice user
interface (VUI). This dynamic determines what is essential to the
voice-based communication (such as conversation context, fillers,
speech commands), and what is considered information that might
interrupt the natural flow of conversation (such as informational
states pertaining to volume, Wi-Fi, updates, device state). These
latter kinds of information are considered complementary to the
conversation, and hence are communicated through the light apparatus. Further, the kinds of information delivered through light
vary from smartphones and robots as the core and associated functionalities of the device vary as well. For instance, "low power" is a
significant informational state that needs to be conveyed through
smartphone light behaviors, but has no meaning within a smart
speaker context given their constant access to power. Hence, although light vocabularies have been established in the past, they
cannot directly be adapted for smart speaker light behaviors. We
can, however, use similar methodology to study smart speaker light
behaviors, which is what this study does. In this work, we adapted
Harrison et al.’s methodology [16] to examine and analyze the light
behavior system in smart speakers.

2.2

Smart speaker usage and light

The growth of smart-speakers such as Amazon Echo and Google
Home has been exponential in the past few years [20], and is forecasted to continue to do so [19]. Recent work within the HCI and
ubiquitous computing communities examining the usage of smartspeakers in household settings [34, 36] demonstrates a high integration of the devices into the everyday lives and routines of
users. Given their ubiquity, smart speakers are poised to deal with
unique, and often personal, interactions that require designers of
such technology to take into account the myriad of social situations
and concerns that accompany such devices.
Smart speakers operate on the premise of being capable of carrying out coherent, uninterrupted conversation. Such conversations
would require that the smart speaker seamlessly pick up on implicit conversational cues — both verbal and nonverbal. However,
capturing and processing these cues is a challenging task that has
not been perfected by current popular smart speakers [41]. This
arises due to the structured nature of the conversation that strictly
follows the <trigger word, question, answer> paradigm (<"Alexa,
what is the weather like today?", "It’s sunny with highs of 28°C and
lows of 17°C in Sunnyvale, GA.">). Any deviation from this structure
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by the user (e.g., adding verbal cues that are neither questions or
commands such as "Okay" and "Sounds Good") [32, 41] causes communication breakdowns. Beneteau et al. [6] presented the different
forms in which smart speaker communication breakdowns occur
within households, with one the most prevalent infractions being
the agent misunderstanding what the user is trying to elucidate,
creating a gap between what the user expects as a response and
the ensuing interaction. Luger et al. [22] investigated this ‘gulf
between user expectation and experience of conversational agents’,
and elucidated several cases where the input and response mapping
was not adequate.
The aforementioned work demonstrates that users often require
visual confirmation before performing sensitive, important, and impactful tasks [22] such as sending texts and making calls. Moreover,
Wu et al.’s work comparing Intelligent Personal Assistant (IPA) use
among native and non-native English speakers [44] emphasized a
need to tailor visual feedback to enhance the IPA experience for
non-native speakers. Smart speakers leverage this preference for
visual confirmation to mitigate user concerns and improve the overall interaction with the smart speaker by providing complementary
information through the visual apparatus. Hence, communication
through the light apparatus supports efficient dialogue with a smart
speaker. However, these light behaviors must be clear and coherent to the user to facilitate effective interactions between smart
speakers and their users. But, there has been no prior work that has
examined how effective the existing light behaviors are in terms
of conveying these critical informational states. Our work aims to
investigate the efficacy of existing light behaviors and critically
analyze the various components that make up the light vocabulary
that these behaviors subscribe to.
Furthermore, investigating the light behaviors could have farreaching consequences for novel applications and often overlooked
smart speaker interactions. For instance, Blair et al. [8, 9] highlight
the needs and challenges of deaf older adults using conversational
agents. The work recommends not only relying on auditory feedback, but to use dual-feedback mechanisms to improve upon the
device’s accessibility. Using effective light communication to convey various device states accurately and efficiently may make a
huge difference in the interaction dynamics between this population and their smart speakers. However, given the current gap in
the knowledge of smart speaker light behaviors, there is a pressing
need to look into how users interact with these light behaviors, and
whether they understand these behaviors.

3

METHODOLOGY

We adapted the methodology from Harrisson et al. [16] to assess
the interpretability and efficacy of smart speaker light behaviors.
More specifically, a key goal in this study was to collect and analyze
data from a large number of smart speaker users across geographical boundaries and understand culture-specific device usage and
interpretation of light behaviors. That is, we wanted to establish a
baseline of user interaction data regarding light behaviors across
countries and devices. Given this goal, we carefully considered the
feasibility of different options (such as interviews, observational
studies/case studies, diaries) and decided on the current survey
method as it afforded us the ability to analyze a large number of
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users’ reported interactions across geographical boundaries, and
was the most feasible and cost-effective approach. Before deploying
the survey, we validated it in a pilot study with 243 users.
Furthermore, we selected different countries to ensure cultural
diversity and user representation (i.e., regions supported by both
Alexa and Google devices). Our primary criteria for choosing countries to recruit participants were: i) countries with a high adoption
rate of both Google Home and Amazon Echo devices allowing
comparison across devices; and ii) maximizing cultural diversity in
our dataset (e.g., population size and language), instead of solely
focusing on users from Europe and North America. Towards this,
we conducted an online survey with participants from seven countries: Australia, France, Germany, India, Japan, the UK, and the US.
We specifically aimed to understand the differences in interaction
dynamics and investigate whether these differences impact their
ability to accurately identify light behaviors. Furthermore, we also
conducted interviews with six design experts to understand the
challenges and opportunities to design light behaviors in smart
speakers.

3.1

Survey

The participants in our survey were recruited using a professional
service — Qualtrics Panel — to facilitate high quality data collection
across different countries. We aimed to recruit 150 participants
from each country. Our inclusion criteria were: i) the participant
must be a user or owner of an Amazon Echo and/or a Google Home
device, and ii) at least be 18 years of age. To ensure data quality,
we used "attention checks" (e.g., a question asking participants to
select a specific answer) in the survey. We also incorporated "speed
checks" to filter out surveys completed within unreasonably short
time, as a number of studies have identified completion speed as an
important quality indicator for survey responses (e.g., [21]). We also
filtered out participants with inappropriate responses to text-field
based questions such as "When was your first interaction with a
smart speaker?". We had a total of 1006 participants who met these
criteria.
In the survey, we focused on three key areas of interest: (a) ownership and usage, wherein we asked participants about their smart
speaker ownership duration, their first interaction with the device,
number of devices they own, and how often they use the device; (b)
interaction characteristics such as orientation to the device, how
often they physically interact with the device and how much attention they pay to the light while interacting with the device; (c)
accuracy and usability, in which we ask participants to identify
different light behaviors as well as assessing perceived usability.
The survey items described below have been tested internally and
in a pilot study with 243 smart speaker owners to ensure clarity
and avoidance of bias.
The survey begins with general questions about participant demographics and smart speaker ownership, including the number
and type of devices they own. If participants had two or more different kinds of devices, they were asked to pick the device that they
use most frequently to streamline the accuracy module. In terms of
the sub-types of devices, Echo Dot, Echo, Echo Spot, and Echo Plus
were the options provided for Amazon Echo Devices, while Home,
Home Mini, and Home Max were the options provided for Google
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Home devices. We selected these devices given their reliance on
light behaviors as well as their wide adoption [19, 20].
In order to understand the interaction dynamic users have with
their smart speakers, we asked the participants a set of questions
that established use of and reliance on light behaviors, including:
how often they look at the light behaviors for information, their
orientation with respect to the device while interacting with it,
changes in their orientation with respect to the device if other
people are in the room, how often they use the device, how much
they rely on the light for information, and light behaviors they find
particularly useful. We describe these questions in detail below.
Participants were asked to rate their usage frequency on a six
item Likert scale (from "Never" to "Multiple times a day"). We then
asked participants how often they physically interact with the device (e.g., by tapping on it or using the buttons on top of the device)
using a seven item Likert scale (from "Never" to "Always"). We have
defined this metric as physical interaction frequency (PIF) in this
paper. We used a similar seven item Likert scale for four other questions: (a) "Do you typically face your smart-speaker while interacting
with it?" (interaction orientation), (b) "Does your orientation (facing towards or away from the smart-speaker) change when multiple
people are in the room interacting with the smart-speaker?" (people
orientation), (c) "When using the smart-speaker do you pay attention
to the light on the top of the smart-speaker?" (light attention), and (d)
"To what extent, do you believe you rely on the light patterns to obtain
information?" (reliance). We also asked participants their physical
proximity to smart speakers during usual interaction using a five
item Likert scale (from " 3 feet" to "Usually use the smart speaker
from a different room").
In the subsequent section, we asked participants to identify light
behaviors from smart speakers. Each participant was presented with
light behaviors only from the devices they owned. We included all light
behaviors available in a given device for the survey. These resulted
in 16 light behaviors for Google Home Mini/Max, 17 for Google
Home, and 11 for Amazon Echo devices 1 . The list of light behaviors
is presented in Table 1 of the supplementary material. Each of the
light behaviors was presented as a GIF along with a contextual clue
intended to help the participants identify the behavior. An example
of an accuracy question is presented in Figure 1. Participants were
given five different options and were asked to choose the option
that represented the light behavior2 . For each light behavior, four
options were selected randomly from the pool of existing light
behaviors for that particular device, along with the correct option.
These other four options were feasible alternatives for the light
behavior.
We were also interested in determining how individuals interact
with light behaviors from smart speakers. Toward this, a survey
question asked participants about their frequency of light use ("How
often did you look at the light apparatus on your smart speaker in the
last 7 days?"). To understand the circumstances under which people
looked towards the light for information, we had two questions: (a)
"Do you look at the smart-speaker to obtain the information about
the following? Check all that apply." with the following options: (i)
1 Light

behavior numbers are at the time of conducting the survey; Since then, 1-3
light behaviors have been added to the devices, some exclusively to newer devices.
2 We have provided all GIFs and associated contextual clues in the supplementary
material (see Tables 1 & 2).
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Smart-speaker Resetting, (ii) Smart-speaker Booting up, (iii) Volume Changes, (iv) Wifi Connections and Errors with Connections,
(v) Smart-speaker Processing Your Commands, (vi) Alarm, Timer
or Reminder, (vii) Notifications, (viii) Smart-speaker Updates, (ix)
Smart-speaker is Muted; and (b) "Under what circumstances do you
look at the light apparatus? Check all that apply." with the following
options: (i) Each time I talk to the smart-speaker (ii) When the
smart-speaker is not responding/acknowledging, (iii) When the
smart speaker misunderstands my commands, (iv) When smartspeaker requires clarification (e.g., “Sorry, I don’t know that”), (v)
When the smart-speaker takes longer than usual to process my request, (vi) Other (Specify). Lastly, we deployed the System Usability
Scale (SUS) [11] to assess perceived usability of light behaviors in
smart speakers. We specifically chose SUS given its wide adoption
in prior studies on smart speakers and applicability for the light
behavior system.
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four individuals from the Women in Voice3 — a group specifically focusing on voice interactions, one engineer from the Amazon Alexa
team, and one assistant professor in a public university specializing
in lighting design. The participants come from a range of backgrounds, including UI/UX design, engineering, lighting research,
and voice interaction development. Each interview participant has
had extensive experience and knowledge in one of the two fields:
voice communication design or lighting design. These sessions were
conducted virtually after survey deployment and had no impact on
the questions asked in the survey.
The design sessions are conducted as follows: each participant
is first given an online list of Amazon Echo and Google Home light
behaviors and their corresponding informational states to help
inform their responses to the session. Then, we asked them about
useful and effectively communicated light behaviors. We also asked
them to identify common characteristics of effectively designed
light behaviors, and whether there is a design rationale behind the
light behaviors in smart speakers. A brief overview of the script of
the design session is included in the supplementary material (see
Table 4).

4 RESULTS
4.1 Survey Results

Figure 1: Example of an image (in the form of an animated
GIF) presented to the survey participants. This GIF was accompanied by the following contextual clue: "Scenario: After
connecting your google home device to a power source, you observe the following light pattern. What information do you
think the device is trying to convey?". We used GIFs from
official documentation provided by Amazon Echo [2] and
Google Home [15].

3.2

Design Sessions

We also conducted design sessions to understand different expert
perspectives on the existing light behaviors, and to determine the
steps necessary to develop a light vocabulary for smart speakers.
For the design sessions, we identified six individuals in the field of
design and interaction. The recruitment process involved compiling
a repository of developers, technological evangelists, researchers
and practitioners in the field of either voice communication design
or lighting design. We then proceeded to contact each of these
individuals through email and Twitter, asking whether they would
be willing to participate in a 30 minute interview to offer their
expert opinions and assessments of the light behavior systems in
Amazon Echo and Google Home devices. We placed no constraints
on regions while recruiting experts leading to different cultural
backgrounds. We concluded recruitment with six design experts:

4.1.1 Participant Demographics and Usage Characteristics. We had
a total of 1,006 valid participants in our survey dataset after cleaning
the dataset and removing outliers. Outliers were removed using two
procedures: values beyond 1.5 times the interquartile range were
removed from the dataset, and Smirnov-Grubbs Test was used to
remove outliers. We applied these two procedures on our two main
variables of interest: accuracy (proportion of accurately identified
light behaviors) and usability (SUS score). We had 642 users of
Amazon Echo devices and 364 users of Google Home devices. The
participants were from 7 different countries: Australia (n = 145),
France (n = 145), Germany (n = 144), India (n = 148), Japan (n=135),
UK (n = 150), and the US (n = 139). The split in terms of devices in
each country is given in Figure 2. A chi-square test of independence
showed that there was a significant association between device
type and country, (χ 2 (6, N = 1006) = 224.7, P < 0.01).
On average, each user had 1.68 (SD = 1.08) devices for 15.18
(SD = 10.53) months. The average age of our participants was 36
(SD = 12.52), and 26.04% held bachelor’s degrees (n = 262), with
22.96% having Master’s degrees (n = 231). In terms of household
composition, 45.33% live with a family of 1-3 members (n = 456),
and 27.93% live with a family of 4 or more members (n = 281).
50.3% of the users were female (n = 506), with 49.30% male (n =
496), 0.3% non-binary (n = 3), and 0.1% prefer not to disclose their
gender (n = 1). In terms of impairments, 3.2% reported some form
of vision impairment (n = 32), and 4% reported either partial or
complete hearing impairment (n = 40). Table 5 in the supplementary
material describes these variables in further detail. The device usage
characteristics reported by the users is depicted in Figure 3.
In our dataset, the top three circumstances under which users
look at the smart-speaker are: "each time I talk to the smart-speaker”,
"when the smart-speaker is not responding/acknowledging”, and
3 Women

in Voice. https://womeninvoice.org/
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Figure 2: Country Based Amazon Echo and Google
Home Split.
"when the smart speaker misunderstands my commands”. Also, the
top three information seeking categories when users look at their
smart speakers are: volume changes, WiFi connections and errors
with connections, and smart-speaker processing commands.
The relationships between demographics and usage characteristics are summarized in Table 1. A Shapiro-Wilk test showed that
age, W = 0.93, p < 0.01, was significantly non-normal. This requires
non-parametric analyses. As such, we conducted Kruskal-Wallis
rank sum tests to analyze the relationships between age and usage
characteristics. Further, we used Pearson’s Chi-squared test of independence to analyze the relationships between the device usage
characteristics and country, education, household, and gender. All
of the usage characteristics significantly varied by country of origin,
education levels, and household composition.
4.1.2 Accuracy and Device Type. Overall, the accuracy is quite low
— on average, each user accurately identified only 36.61% of
the light behaviors presented to them. An examination of the
accuracy distribution reveals that it exhibits positive skew and
negative kurtosis. A Shapiro-Wilk test showed that accuracy, W
= 0.98, p < 0.01, was significantly non-normal. Hence, we employ
non-parametric tests for analyses involving accuracy.
The accuracy is significantly different among devices: (H (1) =
7.16, p < 0.01). Focused comparisons of the mean ranks between
the devices showed that Amazon Echo users accurately identified a higher proportion of light behaviors than Google
Home users (difference = 50.93, Mean Accuracy
ProportionAmazonEchoU ser s
=
0.37, Mean Accuracy
ProportionGooдl e H omeU ser s = 0.34) (see Figure 4). The critical
difference (α =.05 corrected for the number of tests) was 37.36. We
hypothesize that this may be due to a number of factors: (a) Amazon Echo devices use a lower number of light behaviors making
it easier for users to remember, (b) Amazon Echo devices employ
clear color-based distinctions between light behaviors, which makes
them more distinguishable, and (c) Amazon Echo’s light apparatus
takes the form of a ring, affording the display of a wider spectrum
of patterns compared to the LED dots on top on Google Home.
4.1.3 Accuracy and Demographics. We used beta regression for this
analysis as the dependent variable — accuracy — is a proportion (no.
of accurately identified light behaviors / total no. of light behaviors),
and regular regression methods cannot be applied to compositional
data such as proportions. Our analysis shows that age (β = -0.01, p

0%
PIF

Interaction Orientation Reliance
Light Attention People Orientation
Usage Characteristics

Figure 3: Users’ responses to device usage characteristics.
< 0.01) is a significant negative predictor of the proportion of
accurately identified behaviors. We hypothesize that this negative relationship between age and accuracy arises due to the fact
that smart speaker usage patterns differ across different age groups,
with younger users interacting with smart speakers in distinctly
different ways compared to older users of smart speakers [7]. These
specific domains of interaction might influence the accuracy with
which users can identify light behaviors. Accuracy does not vary
significantly across education levels (H (10) = 11.75, p = 0.30), household compositions (H (3) = 0.14, p = 0.99), or gender (H (3) = 6.78, p
= 0.08).
A Kruskal-Wallis test analyzing the relationship between proportion of accurately identified light behaviors and the user’s country of residence showed that accuracy does not significantly
vary based on the user’s country of residence (H (6) = 12.43, p
= 0.05). Moreover, a beta regression analysis of the relationship
between proportion of accurately identified light behaviors and
the duration of device ownership showed that duration of device
ownership is not a significant predictor of accuracy (p = 0.05).
Furthermore, the number of devices is also not a significant
predictor of accuracy (p = 0.05).
4.1.4 Accuracy and Device Usage Characteristics. In our dataset, individuals who mentioned never looking at the smart speaker while
interacting with it accurately identified 33% of light behaviors on
average (i.e., mean proportion of accurately identified light behaviors = 0.33). This is significantly lower than those who mentioned
looking at the smart speakers “sometimes” (mean = 0.39, β = 0.31,
p < 0.01) or “typically” (mean = 0.37, β = 0.23, p < 0.01) during
interactions. In other words, individuals who never look at the
visual features of smart speakers are on average worse in correctly
identifying light behaviors, which makes sense. However, users
who indicated that they “almost always” look at smart speakers
during interaction had equal accuracy in identifying light behaviors
(mean = 0.33, β = 0.15, p = 0.04) as individuals who never look at the
smart speaker while interacting with it. We speculate this might
be due to information overload (i.e., these users being exposed to
non-distinguishable light patterns for a much wide range of informational states). However, future studies should aim to replicate
this finding and further explore the potential causes.
On the other hand, we found that reliance on light behaviors
is a significant predictor of accuracy (p = 0.02). Participants who
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Age
Country
Education
Household
Gender
H
df
P
χ2
df
P
χ2
df
P
χ2
df
P
χ2
df
P
Light Attention
52.36 60 0.75 213.94 36 <0.01 92.43 60 <0.01 50.06 18 <0.01 17.02 18 0.52
Reliance
87.41 60 0.01 205.64 36 <0.01 170.63 60 <0.01 50.97 18 <0.01 21.36 18 0.26
Usage Frequency
71.92 60 0.14 250.44 30 <0.01 108.35 50 <0.01 36.83 15 <0.01 16.09 15 0.38
Interaction Orientation 76.68 60 0.07 200.27 36 <0.01 88.32 60 0.01 33.24 18 0.02 26.34 18 0.09
People Orientation
73.17 60 0.12 202.29 36 <0.01 97.31 60 <0.01 33.08 18 0.02 15.95 18 0.60
PIF
74.67 60 0.10 236.17 36 <0.01 155.18 60 <0.01
38
18 <0.01 22.61 18 0.21
Table 1: Relationships between demographics and device usage characteristics. Significant relationships denoting associations
between variables are presented in bold. Importantly, all of the usage characteristics significantly vary by country of origin,
education levels, and household composition.
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Figure 4: Device-based variation in accuracy by Country. Overall, Amazon Echo device users exhibit
significantly higher accuracy than Google Home device users. Users from Germany exhibit highest
average accuracy, while US exhibits the lowest; Users from France exhibit highest variation of mean
accuracy across devices.
indicated that they never rely on light patterns in smart speakers
to obtain information had a lower accuracy in identifying light
behaviors (mean = 0.34) compared to other groups. Participants
who “sometimes” (mean = 0.37, β = 0.20, p = 0.03), “typically” (mean
= 0.39, β = 0.23, p < 0.01), and “almost always” (mean = 0.35, β =
0.29, p < 0.01) relied on light patterns for information had much
better accuracy.
4.1.5 Perceived Usability and Device Type. Overall, the perceived
usability of the light behavior system across the users is quite
low, with an average SUS score of 49.05. As a comparison point,
Bangor et al. [3] found that the mean SUS score from 964 usability tests across various interface types was 70 (less than 5% of all
studies had a SUS score of below 50). The perceived usability distribution exhibited positive skew and kurtosis. A Shapiro-Wilk test
showed that perceived usability, W = 0.97, p < 0.01, was significantly
non-normal. Hence, we employ non-parametric tests for analyses
involving perceived usability. There is no significant difference

in the perceived usability among the devices, H (1) = 0.69, p =
0.4 (see Figure 6).
4.1.6 Perceived Usability and Demographics. In our dataset, perceived usability did not vary with age (p = 0.22), gender (H (3) =
3.77, p = 0.29), education levels (H (10) = 3.42, p = 0.97), or household
composition (H (3) = 7.12, p = 0.07). It also did not vary by number
of devices owned (p = 0.7) or ownership duration (p = 0.55). However, there was a significant difference in perceived usability
among users from different countries (H (6) = 24.54, p < 0.01).
We conducted pairwise comparisons using Wilcoxon rank sum test
(also known as Mann-Whitney’s U test) with continuity correction,
and found that there was a significant difference between the
average perceived usability of users from the US and every
other country (see Figure 6). We hypothesize that these significant differences in usability arise primarily because usability testing
of these devices and the light behaviors apparatus might mostly
be conducted in the North American regions, and might not take
into consideration the opinions and perceptions of people from
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Figure 5: Percentage of individuals who accurately identified various light behaviors. The top three light behaviors that are
most identifiable are: Reminder notification in Google Mini/Max, Timer in Google Mini/Max and Google Mini/Max waiting for
a response. The three least identifiable behaviors are: Google Mini/Max verifying device, Amazon Echo responding and Google
Mini/Max connecting to WiFi. The mapping and exact values of the percentages of individuals who accurately identified the
various light behaviors is given in Table 6 of the Supplementary Material.
diverse geographical regions. There has been strong preliminary
work to support this hypothesis, with cultural differences in interacting with VUIs and IPAs between native and non-native English
speakers being shown to have a significant impact on the perceived
usability of these interfaces [35, 44].
4.1.7 Perceived Usability and Device Usage Characteristics. We also
found that the usage frequency of a smart speaker is a significant predictor of the usability of the smart-speaker (p = 0.04)
in our dataset. Users who did not use smart speakers frequently had
a better perceived usability score (mean SUS = 51.63) than those
who use smart speakers at least once a day (mean = 49.42, β = 2.52,
p < 0.01). We speculate this might be due to the fact that frequent
use exposed users to more usability issues.
Further, attention paid to the light on top of a smart-speaker
is a significant predictor or the reported usability of the smartspeaker (p < 0.01). In our dataset, users who never look at light
behaviors indicated better perceived usability (mean score = 51.57)

than users who sometimes (mean = 47.52, β = 3.05, p = 0.03) look
at the lights in smart speakers. We hypothesize that these findings
result from the inherent confusion and frustration that arises due
to low interpretability of current light behaviors in smart speakers.
As stated in 4.1.4, users who sometimes or typically look at the
smart speakers during interaction are able to accurately identify
37-39% of the light behaviors, but this indicates that approximately
61-63% of the light behaviors are still not interpretable, leading to
users perceiving the system as cumbersome and complex.
In our dataset, accuracy and perceived usability are not correlated (Pearson’s r(1004) = -0.01, p = 0.7). However, we did find that
reliance on light behaviors to obtain information is a significant predictor of perceived usability (p = 0.02). Compared to
those who never rely on the light behavior system for information
(mean usability = 47.17), those who “always” rely on these light behaviors report a higher perceived usability score (mean = 52.42, β =
-3.91, p < 0.01). This result makes sense when placed in the context
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Figure 6: Device-based variation in Perceived Usability by Country. Overall, there is no significant
difference in perceived usability across Amazon Echo’s and Google Home’s light behaviors. There
was a significant difference between the mean perceived usability of users from US and every other
country, with the US also exhibiting the highest variation in perceived usability across devices.
of the relationship between reliance and accuracy (4.1.4) – users
who always rely on the light behaviors for information are both
able to accurately identify a higher proportion of light behaviors
as well as find the light behavior system more usable.

4.2

Interview Results

In the following section, we will present major themes from our
interviews with six designers who are experts in either voice interfaces or light behaviors. We recorded the interviews and then
transcribed the recordings. One author performed a bottom-up
thematic analysis to identify common themes using a qualitative
interpretivist approach. Another author checked the generated
themes against data to ensure consistency and avoid any potential
bias.
All interview participants agreed that light behaviors in smart
speakers help to improve user experience in a number of ways.
4.2.1 Avoiding interruptions. P4 pointed out the importance of light
behaviors given the unique affordances of smart speakers: “Alexa
and Google Home are [designed to be] voice first. They really want to
avoid cluttering the audio experience with random noise. First of all,
you wouldn’t want Alexa just repeating ‘Hey, I need WiFi, Hey I need
WiFi’ till she gets WiFi. [Light behaviors] are just very convenient
ways of saying ‘Hey I need your attention — I am in a certain state and
I might need your attention to resolve that’”. That is, light behaviors
can provide useful information without demanding a user’s immediate attention. P4 also noted that unwanted interruptions from
smart speaker audio can lead to serious user annoyance: “ When
[my co-worker’s smart speaker] was muted, every so often, it would
chime in saying: ‘Hey, I am muted by the way. So if you want to talk
to me please unmute me’. And for me, that was incredibly irritating”.

Light behaviors in smart speakers help to improve the usability
of smart speakers by minimizing such task and user interruptions.
These behaviors essentially redirect information between the center
and periphery of the user’s attention as needed, embodying the
principles of calm technology [43].
4.2.2 Complementing audio interactions. Light behaviors can complement audio interactions from smart speakers. Some participants
commented that the use of light behaviors can “humanize” the
smart speaker interfaces. P5 noted that: “Alexa’s tone does not go
up or down [during interactions]. There’s a little bit of the intonation
in the speech, but she’s not getting louder or softer [. . . ] it’s not as
nuanced as human interactions can be. But, I think the inclusion of
the light — sometimes spinning, sometimes stationary — [can make
Alexa’s interactions] more nuanced, like human interactions can be
nuanced”. P4 had similar comments: “[when interacting with Alexa,]
the cyan pointing in the direction of the person speaking, that’s very
important in making it seem more humane. That [is,] she is listening
to you and not just listening to the world’
However, experts also identified a number of usability issues and
challenges with current light behaviors in smart speakers.
4.2.3 Current light behaviors in smart speakers can be difficult to
interpret. The light behaviors in smart speakers often are not iconic
[16] — lacking consistent interpretation. P4 noted the difficulty of
interpreting light behaviors for reminder notifications and muted
device status in Google Home devices: “ I don’t necessarily associate
orange with a microphone being muted [muted and the reminder
notification] both appear to be the same light pattern, as far as I can
tell. [. . . ] I think, in that case, if I saw the reminder notification, I
might think that the device was muted. I might try to turn it up and
be confused there”.
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The lack of iconic light behaviors requires additional contexts
from the device to ensure successful interactions. P6 mentioned: “ I
don’t think I would understand the visual feedback by itself, I would
definitely need the voice message from the device to tell me what
is wrong [. . . ] I’m familiar with Google Home Mini. So I can tell if
the light is popping [. . . ] something is wrong with that. But I would
think that voice message from the device is very important for me to
understand the feedback.”. P2 specifically noted that “[when WiFi
errors happen], I would rather like to listen to a command or a prompt”
instead of just relying on light behaviors.
Being forced to interpret light behaviors can be particularly
difficult for new users. P5 mentioned: “ if I’m completely new to
the device, I would have no idea what’s going on. It just takes a
little bit of reading the documentation, especially during setup. I
remember when I first got the device, it was like ‘What am I doing?’”.
Some of these challenges are also due to the relative novelty of
complex light behaviors. P1 pointed out the difficulty of successfully
designing light behaviors in smart speakers: “if you don’t have any
past experience with those signals, you wouldn’t know what that is.
And if you’re trying to introduce a new signal to users, it’s really hard
for people to take in. It takes time and experience.”
Participants suggested to use familiarity as a strategy to improve
understanding and interpretability. This means sourcing light behaviors from already known and learnt behaviors that are present
in ubiquitous devices. "Tying it to an action they already know" was
a simple yet effective suggestion that might considerably increase
the ease of using the light behavior system. A good example here is
the light behavior for the volume change — both Amazon Echo and
Google Home devices use light behaviors that mimic a progression
“bar” used across other devices including phones and TVs. The resultant light behavior is highly effective — volume changes is one
of the mostly highly recognized light behaviors in our dataset (see
Figure 5).

4.2.4 Too many light behaviors can lower usability. A consistent
theme in our interviews was that smart speakers use too many
light behaviors to convey different states and information. P2 noted
“it could probably be a bit overwhelming. It’s just a lot that is being
communicated over the lights, and I think that it could be a bit hard
to learn all these different light behaviors”. P3 also pointed out that
requiring users to memorize different light patterns can reduce
usability of these devices: “I think it’s too many! I think especially
with our lives online, we have so many things bombarding us for
our attention, in the home, on the computer, on our phones, that we
don’t have a lot of attention for things [. . . ] I’m not going to spend
the time to memorize what a certain thing means. If I have to go look
something up, it has failed me in a certain way. Because, I don’t have
the time for that. So I think having to memorize the pattern or the
color palette or other stuff doesn’t really work anymore”.
P2 suggested to reduce the number of different light behaviors: “I
would concentrate on the most important ones. For example, listening,
processing, alarm, download, calling functions, and notifications. And
then I would dismiss the others, because from my perspective they’re
not too important to understand [. . . ] because you won’t have a WiFi
issue every day. [By] reducing the number of light behaviors, people
would actually learn those [behaviors] better”.
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4.2.5 Culture differences. Experts also noted the necessity for culture specific design of light behaviors given the global use of smart
speakers. P5, who grew up in India but currently lives in the USA,
pointed out “we have a very culture-centric take on designing things
or working, which doesn’t necessarily translate well across the sea [. . . ]
I doubt the whole light thing would go down well with the average
Indian user, who’s speaking to Alexa in Hindi. Why is it red, why
is it orange, why is it blue? I don’t know if the average Indian user
would have the same kind of empathy and response [to these light
behaviors], and that’s probably just a cultural thing”.
P3 also expressed similar concerns: “someone from a non-western,
non-European culture might interpret a color differently than from a
western, European mindset. So that’s something to consider. I don’t
know if other cultures might find red not to mean stop. The muted
[state in Alexa and Google Home is represented by] either red or
orange color. That could be interpreted differently and may take a bit
of a learning curve for those folks.”
4.2.6 Accessibility challenges. Colors in light behaviors can also
lead to accessibility challenges. P3 noted that: “I think Alexa having
so many colors instead of using patterns is easier for me to understand,
but I also don’t have an accessibility issue. If I was a person who
couldn’t see color this might have been a problem. So I think in that
regard, [Google Home] devices having a rotating or a combination
pattern might be a little bit better for somebody who can’t see [these
colors]”. P5 suggested that: “it’s better to be on the blue and cyan side
because some people have trouble with green. My father used to be
color-blind, so he couldn’t really quite see green”. Overall, the experts
recommended to test different colors and patterns to ensure that
accessibility needs are addressed adequately by smart speakers.
4.2.7 Gulf of evaluation. The lack of iconic and interpretable light
behaviors can result in widening the “gulf of evaluation” [28] for
users. In other words, it is particularly difficult for users to recover
from errors and handle unexpected outcomes when they can’t
interpret light behaviors from smart speakers. P4 mentioned that “
If I saw a white light on my Google Home, and I didn’t know what the
notification was for, which happens occasionally on my Alexa devices
— the notifications pop up, but I don’t know what they’re for — I would
not ask, ‘What are my notifications?’, or ‘What’s up?’. I would not
really know what to ask”. One potential way to address this gulf of
evaluation is to enable users to directly query the interpretation
of current light behavior (e.g., “Alexa, why are you showing this
color?”). This can help users to better understand device state and
recover from errors.
4.2.8 Lack of customizability. There is currently a lack of options
for customizing and personalizing light behaviors in smart speakers.
P3 noted that “[setting customized colors] was kind of a big thing
with android phones — changing the color of the notification light,
colors to whatever you personally prefer. So maybe that would be an
option [for smart speakers] as well”. Being able to customize colors
can help to address culture specific needs. It will also allow users
to choose light behaviors that might reflect their own use cases
(e.g., more interpretable patterns to support their own frequent use
cases).
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5

DISCUSSION

Smart-speakers are increasingly important consumer devices with
the fastest growing user base of all emerging connected devices
globally [20]. However, a core aspect of its interface — light behaviors — has been mostly overlooked in prior HCI work. This study
addresses this gap by evaluating light behaviors in smart speakers
across seven different countries. In this section, we compare and
contrast our findings from our two datasets — the online survey
and the design expert interviews. We also provide actionable design recommendations for a more understandable and usable light
behavior in smart speakers.
In this study, we examined the current state of the light behaviors
from two sets of devices with high global adoption [20] — Amazon
Echo and Google Home devices. In our dataset, Amazon Echo device users exhibit better understanding of the light behaviors than
Google Home device users. Overall, the number of correctly identified light behaviors was low (37% on average) even with contextual
cues. Current smart speakers have too many light behaviors (4.2.4)
— Google Home Mini/Max use 16 light behaviors and Google Home
has 17 light behaviors in comparison to Amazon Echo devices with
11 light behaviors. Furthermore, these light behaviors often do not
lead to consistent interpretation (i.e., lack of iconic behaviors). Our
design experts pointed out a number of light behaviors with potentially ambiguous interpretation (e.g., reminders vs muted). The
number of light behaviors along with the difficulty of consistent
interpretation mean smart speaker users need to memorize light
behaviors in their devices. In other words, light behaviors in smart
speakers implicitly lead users to recall instead of recognize, which
can considerably lower their usability [27].
On the other hand, the design experts noted that systems with
simplified light vocabulary, such as traffic lights (a popular example
among our design experts) work so well because of the few simple
yet consistent uses of design elements such as colors and patterns.
This schema of simple and few design elements lowers the burden
on users across a variety of constructs — time (users spending lesser
time to interpret these behaviors), mental burden (users not having
to recall from a catalogue of behaviors), and ease of use. Overall, a
number of design experts suggested reducing the number of different light behaviors in smart speakers to support most important
user tasks and interactions. A simplified light behavior system can
lower user confusion and improve overall usability.
Another potential reason for low interpretability of smart speaker
light behaviors might be due to the need for training. When light
behavior systems, or any systems for that matter, are not intuitive
to the users, designers must rely on training users to use the system
appropriately and effectively. The inherent lack of familiarity in
current smart speaker light behaviors that several design experts
brought up justifies a need for training smart speaker users to better understand these light behaviors. However, this training must
happen in tandem with how users already use the system. One way
of achieving this goal might be to accompany light behaviors in
initial stages of smart speaker use with voice prompts that help
users associate light behaviors with informational states. A number of design experts suggested that additional contexts (i.e., voice
prompts) accompanying light behaviors can considerably enhance
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the learning experience of smart speaker users, especially at the
beginning phase.
Our design experts also pointed out the lack of discoverability
[28] to be a serious usability concern for current light behaviors in
smart speakers. Discoverability enables users to easily determine
what actions are available in a given product, as well as significantly improving task performance and usability scores in smart
speakers [18]. The current light behaviors, however, are not easily discoverable (e.g., how would a new user know which light
behavior indicates a reminder notification?). Furthermore, light
behaviors, when designed effectively, can be a powerful tool to support discoverability — indicating system state and possible actions.
However, the current poor understanding of the light behaviors
can impede the discoverability of smart speakers. Not being able to
accurately interpret light behaviors means that users miss out on
critical informational states and useful feedback, which invariably
degrades users’ experience with smart speakers.
There were also discrepancies between our survey data and perceptions of design experts. The design experts indicated that light
behaviors for error states (such as update errors, Wi-Fi errors, muted
states) are communicated clearly and effectively. However, according to the survey results, error states such as "mini_update_error",
"alexa_not_listening", and "mini_not_listening" are not highly identifiable behaviors (all < 40% identifiability — see Figure 5). This
demonstrates a gap between the everyday users of these devices
and those who are trained in design thinking and engineering of
the product. The error states that appear logical, clear, and wellcommunicated to the design experts might not translate well in
the real world settings. On the other hand, simple, intuitive light
behaviors that draw from prior experience (e.g., volume changes;
Amazon Echo pointing in the device of the speaker) are recognized
by both experts and users. This clearly demonstrates that leveraging users’ prior experiences and interactions with other devices
and agents can result in successful and effective design of light
behaviors. This calls for a greater emphasis on understanding what
counts as intuitive for people from diverse backgrounds and experiences, and tailoring interface elements accordingly. Furthermore,
this also supports the experts’ recommendation to strategically use
familiarity as a tactic to improve understanding and usability of
light behaviors.
Cultural differences in understanding was a major point that
emerged from the interviews. This is also consistent with our survey
findings. In our dataset, all usage characteristics differed by country
of origin. This indicates that behaviors such as paying attention to
the light, looking at the speaker while interacting with it, frequency
of usage, and frequency of physical interaction with the device vary
across different countries. This provides a potential explanation as
to why the usability differs across countries — it might be due to the
fact that interaction with light behaviors and smart speakers fundamentally differ across cultures. Designers should aim to ensure
light behaviors have consistent meaning with local cultural values
and enable customization to improve understanding and usability
of the light behavior system across different regions and cultures.
Specifically, smart-speaker designers can benefit from an expanded
analysis of diverse interpretations of color and light in non-western
countries and cultures, as highlighted, for example, in Yokosawa et
al.’s [45] and Yu’s [46] work in cross cultural interpretations of color.
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Further, future work can also be guided by principles governing
the role of color and light in affective computing [38].
Moreover, the design experts note that users might run into
accessibility issues while using smart speakers and their light behaviors. Currently, the accessibility features of Alexa 4 do not enable
customizations for individuals with color blindness. There is also
no provision to have information that is traditionally delivered
through light to be communicated over audio only, which could
better support individuals with vision impairments. One of our
design experts hypothesized that the Google Home devices largely
use a neutral color (white) to aid users with vision impairments.
However, we have found no documentation to validate this claim 5 .
We believe future iterations of smart speakers should specifically
focus on making the light behaviors more accessible to a wider
population.
Given these various considerations, and based on our survey
and interview findings, we make the following design recommendations:
• Simplify the light behavior system. Reducing the number of light behaviors will enable the user to focus their attention on important and urgent information that they might
need to know to interact effectively with the smart speaker. It
will considerably reduce the burden on the user to learn and
memorize different light behaviors that they might not need
or use often. Limiting the light behaviors to a few key behaviors will improve the understandability and interpretability.
In order to understand which behaviors to keep and which
ones to dismiss, designers should run observational user studies to identify key use cases and light behaviors. Further, our
analysis shows that "volume changes" (mini_volume_adjust,
home_volume_adjust, and alexa_volume_adjust light behaviors), "Wifi connections and errors with connections", and
"smart speaker processing your commands" are the top three
categories of information users seek when they look at the
smart speaker. Moreover, "Each time I talk to the smartspeaker”, "When the smart-speaker is not responding or
acknowledging”, and "When the smart speaker misunderstands my commands” are the top three circumstances under
which users look at the smart-speaker. We hope that designers can leverage our data and findings to develop a simpler,
more intuitive light behavior system that is considerate of
the kinds of information that users want and need.
• Provide additional context. Using voice prompts to provide additional information accompanying the light behaviors has two benefits: i) it allows new users to get accustomed
to the meanings and contexts of the light behaviors and the
information that they convey, enabling users to understand
what the light behaviors mean, rather than having to commit
meanings to memory; ii) it enables users with vision impairments to effectively interact with the device. For example:
expert P6 in our interviews noted that voice prompts when
errors happen (such as WiFi failure) would be helpful to ensure that users are informed of the breakdown, so the onus
4 Accessibility

Features for Alexa https://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.
html?nodeId=202158280
5 Accessibility features on Google Nest speakers and displays https://support.google.
com/googlenest/answer/9286728?hl=en&ref_topic=7195017
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of extracting that information through a light behavior they
may or may not understand is not completely on the user.
• Allow for customizability. Customization enables users to
choose how the device behaves, and has numerous benefits:
there is lesser burden on the designers to choose and develop
universally understandable behaviors; it enables people with
different impairments to successfully interact with the device in meaningful ways; and it accommodates users with
diverse preferences. Further, customization has been shown
to improve usability and trust among smart speaker users
[12]. To support better customizability in smart speakers,
designers can explore options provided in some Android
phones, where users can select notification light patterns in
their phones. This enables users to craft their own interactions from prior experiences they might have with devices.
This also allows for users from different device ecosystems
to quickly and efficiently adapt to a new smart speaker by
customizing their preferences.
• Improve accessibility. As our experts noted, the use of
color and different patterns in current light behaviors might
lower accessibility for individuals with vision impairments.
Future work should focus on providing guidelines and tools
to better accommodate the needs of individuals with vision
impairments. Furthermore, visual communication through
light in smart speakers is important to accommodate a wide
range of users with diverse needs. Better light communication in smart speakers will specifically benefit the deaf
and hard of hearing (DHH) community. In the US, 20% of
individuals (48 million) report some degree of hearing loss
[29]. For them, relying on just audio communication can
be a significant barrier to use smart speakers [8]. Effective
light behaviors in smart speakers can help to address these
accessibility issues. Through this work, we hope to guide
designers through making design choices towards more accommodating and usable light behaviors.
• Ground light behaviors in previously learned experiences. Designers of smart speaker interaction should also
aim to develop iconic light behaviors by leveraging users’
experiences with other devices. That is, future work should
explore how to better integrate existing knowledge and
behaviors in a user-centered strategy to help users intuitively understand light behaviors, rather than having to rely
on memory to interpret them. Behaviors such as volume
changes and Echo responding to the user are good examples
of interpretable behaviors that do not rely on memory, rather,
they rely on existing behaviors that the users already know.

The wide adoption of smart speakers and their use of complex
light behaviors provides a unique opportunity to develop an effective, interpretable, and accessible light vocabulary guided by these
recommendations. In other words, designers of smart speakers can
help to develop consistent guidance and rules regarding colors and
patterns for different light behaviors, similar to a design vocabulary
suggested by Harrison et al. [16] for point lights in smartphones.
They examined different kinds of information conveyed through
light in smartphones and leveraged expert opinions to iteratively
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design, refine and test different light behaviors. However, they focused their design on “point lights” — light behaviors with only
a single color and point sources. Given that smart speaker light
behaviors are not constrained by these parameters, a rich and comprehensive light vocabulary based on color, speed, pattern, and
intensity can potentially be used to convey increasingly complex
information states in a consistent and interpretable way. Such a
light vocabulary will be useful not only for the future design of
smart speakers but also for light as a communication modality in
general.

6

LIMITATIONS

The study has a number of limitations. First, the device usage characteristics are based on self-report, and hence they are susceptible to
reporting bias. Users’ actual interactions with smart speakers might
be different from what they perceive, and subsequently, report. This
might have an impact on the associations we have established between accuracy, usability, and device usage characteristics. Second,
we have not explored culture-specific light behavior associations
in great detail. Evaluating the impact of color and pattern interpretations in greater depth might provide insights into interpretability
and perceived usability. Third, our design experts have mostly had
experience with either Amazon Echo devices or Google Home devices, but not both. This might bias their assessment of useful light
behaviors. Finally, we did not explore usage patterns of smart speakers with displays (e.g., Amazon Echo Show). User interactions and
interpretation of light behaviors might be different for such smart
speakers.

7

CONCLUSION

This is the first study to conduct an empirical analysis of light behaviors in smart speakers across different cultures. For this, we
collected data from an online survey across seven countries. We
also conducted six design sessions with experts. Our findings show
that current light behaviors in smart speakers are difficult for users
to interpret. Our data also indicate that users from various countries
might interact with light behaviors and smart speakers differently.
Our findings call for rethinking of the existing practices and honing down on culture specific differences to design better, more
coherent light behaviors. We have also provided design recommendations towards more cohesive and comprehensible light behaviors
in smart speakers. Given the ubiquity of smart speakers, these light
behaviors impact a global user population. Our findings, thus, can
potentially help the next iterations of smart speakers to have more
consistent and easier to understand light patterns, significantly
benefiting their large user base.
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